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INFORMATION AND PhESS ACTIVITIES OF THE Dr:PAFtTMENT
OF EXTIRNAL AFrA:P~S AT HOi . AND AFRQAD : A STUDY

INTRODUCTION

This study is an effort to examine the basis for departmental

information and press activities as a support for the conduct of foreign

policy which is the reason for the Department's existence . Further, an

attempt i s made to assess whether purposeful and useful activities are being

performed, whether adequate value is received for the time and money expendel ,

whether the job is effectively carried out and whether the level of activity

.is aperopriate to Canada's present position in world affaira . The study has

not led to dramatic or revolutionary conclusions . Out of it has everged a

:rr.era ; view that activities have been and are along the right lir .e :,, that

prograaaes and procedures could be made more e,itctive wit h

proporticnately Iittle extra cost but that real value for Canada would result

froa a significantly larger programme, still well short of those of othe r

comparable count :ies, if an expanded badget permitted reinforce=ent and improve-

ment of existing activities and some brea4in7 of new gzv ;:nd, initially on an

experimental basis. . In this field, as in others, the :,ove: nser.t cannot expec t

to get wre than it pays for and must decide what i= ;-,o rtance and priority it

attaches to information and press activity in support of external policy and

accept the fir.ancial implications involved .

By the very nature of this stucy ., a substantial part of the commen t

is critical and could lead to an impression that very little has been accactplished

by the Department in the information and press field over the years. This is

am
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simply not so. Despite the long-standing lack of Government policy in this 

field and uncertainty about the deEreu of priority, attached to these activities, 

neepite very restrcted funda ami perennial personnel shortages, the Dlpartment 

thn , miEnt.reasonably Lave been uxpected and ha t made 

an irTortk'nt contrii.ution to theiunuerstanainE of Ci.eLi:da 	other,:countrieu 

ana te 	under'2Uï.uitig in Canada of international affairs. and foreign 

A sclid feundation of purposeful and effective ectivit;r exiets; not aismz::tlin,, 

but an extension and improvement of structure is called for. 

Certain recommenelatiene are made below in the hope that they r.ig.ht 

lea - 1 t, 	Domel.hat iereved fuLction. Scme recommendations are specifiu 

	

te nue!- important ones, are more indicative and suë.:get -, 	c. 

u;- 7L3 which could usefully be examined in detailed, follow-up utuei. , s, 

ulich may be adopted,  I wie'e te oe.;_t_iLc 

ty.are unlikely to achieve very,:zuch tne 	tt utho'rit;, 

..!e_rted to allot and sustain un a.tql.hte priority, witeL: • 

its whole function, fcr the information and press  activity. The priclity ;:urt 

be vitily high  or ;h  to  cive ztetus zInc reLpectability equal to other de: -Irt-

mental activitie: ;:nj 1ch iU permit‘thope eroa;€1 in information to feel 

iu e% itrl  d  important part  c t t oper.ticn of a fereign office 

and a fcr.71gn service. 



Or.zanization

That the Information Division, the Press Office and the

Cultural Affairs Division report to the same Assistant

Under-Secretary.

(2) That the Press and Liaison Division be renamed the Press

That the "Liaison'' functions of Press and Liaison Division

be transferred intact to the Information Division to,-Yether

with required establishment.,

(4) That information Division have two Deputy Fexds ^.1 c.. ciezin^,;

rr5; oasibilitiea.

Pror;ra=,es and Procedures

(5) That t he Minister's decision be sought as to whether he would

be prepared to hold a regular press conference.

(6) That :egulzr press briefings by the Head of the Press Office be

instituted, perhaps once a week.

(7) That the function of "spokesman" be recognized for the Head of

the Prose Office.



(8) That the practice of confidential, background briefings by

senior departmental officers be continued and extended . '

That further attention be given to systematic liaison o n

press relations with other Government departmenta, particularly

the Prime lUnister'a Office .

(10) That the departmental Press Office be recognized as the

responsible agency for the planning, co-ordination and

execution of arrangements for press, broadcast media and

photographers co-rering V .I .F. visits from abroad. That such

responsibility should eabrace such activities in the course of

Royal vi sits and visits of Heads of State as well a s oth ~- r

aistinguished guests.

k11) That, unaer this responsibility, the Press Office be authorized

to seek and other departments instructed to provide, where

possible, the assistance of appropriate employees to help

plan and execute the press programme on such occasions .

(12) That the Press Office be authorized to make expenditures to

pay for the services of outside assistance in press arrange-

ments during V .I .P. visits.



(13) That standing instructions be addressed individually to pozts

abroad, setting out the broad purposes of their information

activities and interpreting these in terrl1s of in:orzativn

objectives in each country. That consequent rsar:uals be pro-

duced at each post to elaborate useful local information

aethods, contacts, etc.

(14) That an earnest, continuing effort be made by heads of post

and otner senior officers to ensure that those perfor=inj

infe.^.aation t.+sks are up to ciate and inforaed on Canadian

polic;; trends and are in a position to give authentic, timely

information -when required.

,7j Tnat each head of post, on ap^.ointment, be ;ivc•r: rrri^trn

'_nst.uctions on the information work expected of his post.

(16) That posts be provided with additional timely and useful

information on Canadian affairs by the Deps.rtaent.

(17) That posts be respnnsible for reco=endin3 to Ottawa the

subjects and forms of written material required for their

information work and that such recom.:,endations should ain to

cover needs for a year ahead.



kid) That recommendations should be made by post s for their

translation requirements in the information field and

suggestions made on means which could be found locally to

meet such requirements.

That, with the aim of providing of more readily usable

material to posts, considerably greater attention be given

by the Department to the needs of individual posts (or

group of posta) and that more material should be prepared

with specific, localized requirements in mind .

. . . ... ~;W

(20) That a special study should be made and, depending on its

findings, that funds be sought within the Department ' s b :x.: ;;et

to support further foreign language aound-tracks for 1 4FB

films.

(21) That a study be made- and, depending on its findings, that

funds be sought within the Department's budget to help finance

production cf NFB films specifically intended, with specific

policy purposes in mind, for foreign audiences .

(22) That the Department provide increased opportunity for training

in th e'field of public information to junior officers wh o

will perform or supervise this work abroad .

&14



ne:areas of information

:•^:^:^ ._ atudie,, that Fi1ct ixùjects be

t-i^zico.i a.^.. ti-.^t.suct. activities, wne:•r

c xte.^.^ied.

(24) That additional funds be provided to cos:r.iasion outside

of information raaterial.

list:nent and Staffin_4

(25) That the est:.b?iwh.:.snt of the new Preas Office be: 1

1 rSO 5, 1^-Ij :4, 1 AG ('') -^-r:d supporting staff.

_o aecure the services of a non-rotatior.%;:i press ci'_'icer

e4.>--rirnce in press arr:%:gG.:.ur.t.s who would be

prir.ir.rily concerneo with V.I.P. viF-its.

(27) That the Press Office should be so z;taffed as to be able to

pro-vidt all its services in both French and English and that

the head of the Office be bilinguai.

(28) That at most posts abroad information work continue to be

performed by i:AO ' e or :50 ts.
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(29) That opinions and recommendations be sought from posts in 

Bonn, Rome, Tokyo and New Delhi (perhaps others) on the need 

for a specialist in public and press relations and the 

possibility of hiring highly qualified persona locally for 

infornation work or the feasibility of hiring local public 

relations firmà to conduct Canadian information work under 

guidancc by the post. 

(30) That early consideration be given to appointing a qualified 

cultural affaira efficor in London.  

(31) That priarity ulu urgency be attached to the appointnt in 

Washineon of an uxperiencd pres‘, and public relat 1 =- 

froc  -Att .:1in the 	rvice  Ir roble but frc;.= 

Alco, that serious coneideration be 	tç io 	: 

a eupportin3 poeition for a non—rotnz.1 cpeciraist in press 

and public rolatieni •  

(32) That a cultural affairs officer be appointed in Wachington. 

(possibly Ilew York). This function could be performed by an 

FS0 with suitable experience or by an outside specialist from 

Canadian educational circle's. 

That a senior information officer with relevant experience, 

poaaibly from outside the Department, be appointed in Paris 

for public and press relations and that cultural relations, 

as a separate task, continue to be carried out by a qualified 

officer. 

(33) 



(34) That positions be establiahed and filled in Information Division

for 1 F50 5 and 1 M 4 to carry out the "Liaison" functions

previously performed by Press and Liaison Division.

(35) That an additional FSO 4 position be provided in InformiLtion

Division to be responsible for increased activity resulting

from producing more specifically directed, written information

material.

(36) That a Public Information Officer of suitable rank be recruited

to be responsible under the Head of Division for the programme

of visita of foreign journalists and other opinion-formera.

Such an officer should be bilingual.

Information Division.

(37) That a Public information Officer with suitable ex!eri-r.ce i:

the film medium be recruited to supervise the film work of the

(36) That a junior Public Information Officer be recruited to carry

out departmental responsibility regarding official exhibitions

and displays abroad.

7 .



Chapter I

INFORMATION TO PUBLIC & PIUM IN CANADA

The provision of information to the Canadian public on internationa l

affairs and the position of the Canadian Government in this regard constitute s

boti, :-n cbligation and an opportunity . In addition to the absolute right of

the public in a democratic society to know and approve of the way its taxes

are being spent, the issues of war and peace, of international development and

stability are of life and death concern to this and succeeding generations and

they must know the circumstances and the way their Government is facing these

circumstances . The Report of the Glassco Co=ission on Publie Information has

this to say regarding "The Public Right to be Informed" :

"iCnowledge of government activities is a public right, and indee3 a
necessity ; but both the growing size and diversity of Government
make the satisfaction of this need more and more difficult . The
m&chinery and processes of government are therefore taking increas-
ingly into account the public demand to be infox ned. "

2. This requirement to try to meet the public demand for information on

the activities of government carried with it an opportunity and a challenge to

governmental agencies to supply a basis of understanding of the i ssues involved

and an explanation of the policies determined by the Government to meet these

issues . As the Glstssco Commission has stated :

"In certain situations, operations of government can be assisted and
their value enhanced when public co-operation is enlisted . In these
cases,, a properly directed information prograffie proves to be an
invaluable aid to the economy and efficiency of government ."



If the need for and purposes of a public information progra=e in

CLcr:aa by this Department are clear and the obligations are recognized, it

rer.tir:; to be assessed whether the tack is being well planned and undertaken.

Over the years, the services offered by the Depart^,er.t in this field have been

the cbject of considerable criticism, some of it sustained and somme aesultor ,̂^,

some seriously and conscientiously ccnceived, some frivolous or fractious.

The bulk of such cr iticirr-: has come from the press (a tern I am unir.^ to

include other nedia of inforration) but private citizens, partic::'_ari^ from

acacer-ic circles, have also complained of not receiving what they consider

the help due them from the Denartment. It is virtually impossible to assess

the validity of such criticisr: on al.. general and vague basis (a form in wr.ic:

it often appears) and some exxninaticn of the several ways in which information

is ccnveyed to the general public seems called for in order to gauge where the

operation is inadequate, inappropriate or missing.

ZO

:.. ::^ld of international no?.icY, certainly, the above is an u.•:'• r ._^

t:ir.n, since foreign policy can scarcely be developed and

of informed public attitudes of qeneral and lonj,-terr apprcva^^'r

r, -^: -insibility of the Depart.:.ent of F•.xt.eri;al Affair s to play a central and.

st:ri,.us role in supt.lying infor:3tlcn to the public on the affairs of the },orld

is very clear. The establi-hmPnt and conduct of foreign affairs are indissî_-:-

linked to the understanding and support vouchsafed by the people.



for  rliaient 

Ciould b'e expected, the firet call on the publiz inf3rmation 

of the L.,>irtment isfrom the political representatives of'tne 

peop12 and highest priority Must be given this information function. 

z. -.e c:uti of ::embers of Parliament and Senatora to take the best and 

most authoritative information and opinion as the basis for their responsible 

judgmerts, it is the duty of the Executive to supply all appropriate informat:[ 

unless tnere are overriding considerations of state to prevent this. The 

czrryine out of this responsibility is that of the Minister who ray call for 

tne p. - y.::ration and organization by officials of such material as may be requirec. 

Thc .7.L.:.n:; by which Parliament receives its information on external affairs are 

the follcwing: 

(1) The Annual Report of the Department. The annual tabling of 

the Report is required by statute. If it were not, I believe 

serious thought would long since have been given to dropping 

it as - its utility, related to other services and considering 

the time spent in its preparation, is decidedly limited. In 

brief recitation of activities over a year past, it normally 

repeats information already available and has restricted informa-

tion value for Parliament, press and public. It ray just have 

a certain use for reference libraries and archives. Sotie  outside 

criticiam of this Report may be justified and further thought 

needs to be given  toit.  

E3).ffliffl 
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(2) N.ir.isterial stateuents in the House . These are obvicusly the

most important outlets for factual and policy inforaation .

The Departmentfs function in t :n1.s respect is traditional and

needs no comment .

(3) Statements and responses in External Affairs Committee b y

Minister and senior officials .

(4) Answers to questions in the House . Much useful information

reaches Parliement and the public by this procedure on detailed

aspects of international developments and Canadian policy

thereon. The statements or replies to questions in the House

naturally stinulate the interest of the press and tend to

generate further opportunities for public information ,

(5) White papers, Reports for tabling in the House and the informa-

tion of the public . Such reports deal with one large situation

or sequence of developments . They have been prepared and issued

in_srequently'but are valuable, particularly to the more interested

and informed reader, because they present not only a chronology

of events but a context and balance of reportorial presentation.

17N
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'•fc :...aticn to the General Public

:he public is served directly on a continuing basis by a nu::.Ler of

i:.,,) z^ii..: some of these have consiàerabiy more significance and imr^ct t: =L.

rs. r. occasions when the press picks up and broadcasts ir.fo:aation iro^:

suc;. c;anr.el8 the score of impact is naturally much exter.oeâ. The folloxirg

^::;ar.rels involve activities for the llerartnent:

Speeches by the Minist-er. At the highest and most important

level, the Canadian public receives inforraticn on internati^,: &!

affairs directly from the Minister in the form of public adcressrs.

political nature on the resources of his Department. No entirely

satisfactory system of speech-writing has yet been evolved and

perhaps renewed thinking needs to be given to this probîem. At

certain periods (and at present) an experienced officer has been

attached to the Ziiniater's Cffice whose primary resxnsibility is

to collate and edit speech material originating in the Departmer.t,

to write large components and organize the material into the

draft of a respectable public address. If the adcress is devoted

to one principal aspect of foreign policy, one or two officers

of the division concerned must provide the bulk of the na.terial

The fort= may be srrali or large and the subject broad or lin:ited

in scope. In any case, the Hinister must depend to a considerable

extent for the provision of material for speeches of a non-
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and in a wider review of the world scene a number of division s

are involved. The basic problem of preparing the material is

that what is considered an extra task is imposed on officers

already over-burdened and scarcely able to do more than meet

the daily deadlines of their su`.;stnntive work . It should not

be surprising that an officer, xor :•-.ir.g con--iderably more ttun

an approved xork-dai is not at top speech-writing form when

required to add to his labours a tirse-consuning effort which

he corsiders extraneous . There i3 also a real mental and

psqcholo ,~;ical problem i:..-olved ; it is not easy for an officer

geared to an operational job to t sn to the realm of discussion

inherent in speech -ti.-rit{ na, to adopt a different vein of presenta-

tion and persuasion, to declassify his material as required an d

to address himself to a completely different sort of audience

from the normal recipients of inemranda, telegrams and letters .

With this in mind, ii- is perhaps remarkable that the speech-

writing activity of the DEpartment turns out as well as it does .

A question of priorities is involved in this field of delartnental

activities and the decision on relative priorities must be dc:ter .:-:ni•3

by the 2.inister. If increased stress is to be given to this

activity and one or more officers are to be given speech-writin g

as the first call on their tire, some personnel proviaion will

be required, probably requiring curtailment of some other activity .



(2) Speeches by officials. The level of this activity has fluctuated

considerably over ti.o years ana necessarily is subject to

control by the N.inister and t'r.der-Secretary. Perennial sl:ortage

of personnel automatica1-v rt•ctricts the number of occasions

,odien officials could find time for bpeech preparation and

delivery. And trends of parliamentary attitudes towards public

appearances of civil servants must be taken into account. This

area of activity calls for fu,^trer systematic policy consideratic.:

and ensuing decisicns wnich will be understood by departmental

officers. If any number of speeches are to be made by officials,

there will be need for co-ordination and control. This raight

best be done by the Ir.formati on Division in consultation with

Personnel clperations.

Responses to enquiries from the public. There is no question

that the Dcpartment :^ust attempt to answer promptly any reasonable

request from the public for factu3l information on external a:fairs.

Such er:quiries may be addressed to and answered by alr.x)st Lny

division of the De;.,ar;,^.ent, a1tl.ot^'r. the Infor-. stion D v,sicr. bears

formal responsibility and receives the largest proportion of

er.quiries. Statistics in this regard are hard to come by but

it appears that enquiries by letter or by telephone are a regular

feature of departmental activity and are dealt with satisfactorily.
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(4) Distribution of departmental publications. There is a substantial 

circulation in Canada of publications produced in the Department 

or reprinted from other sources. In addition to direct mailing, 

the Department works in close co-operation with nore-governmental 

organizations specifically interested in Canada's external 

relations, such as the Canadian Institute of International 

Affairs, the Canadian Atlantic Co-ordinating Committee and the 

United Nations Association in Canada; some material provided 

by the Department is distributed by these organizations. bz.sic 

material distributed in Canada includes: 

Statements & Speeches  on foreign policy. During 1965 

thirty statements were distributed and amounted to 

2100 English and 600 French copies. 

Reference Papers  on aspects of Canada's foreign 

relations, with 1400 English and 500 French copies 

of 11 different papers. 

OECD nActivitiesn  involving monthly distribution of 

400 English and 130 French copies. 

NATO Letter  with a monthly distribution of 2130 English 

and 700 French copies. 



Colombo Plan Broadsheets. Sporadic issue of

850 English and 115 French copies.

The bJCternal Affairs '•ionthly Bulletin is distributed

in Canada by the Depn rtnent free of charge in the

aunt of 7600 Brgiish and 550 French copies. In

addition the Queents Printer distributes free 500 Engiis^:

and 200 French and has paid subscriptions for 90:) E.cW,' <<

and 100 French copies. This is clearly the most

regular publication circulated in Canada.

The NATO Nandbook is distributed in 2740 English and

928 French copies to a number of organizations includ-

ing the NATO Parliamentary Association, the Departmer.t

of National Defence, Confederation des Travailleurs

Catholiques des Canada, U.N. Association, Young

Progressive Conser•rative and Young Liberal Associaticns.

Canada and the United Nations and the Annual RE x ri

are also soià b; the 4:.eens s Printer and the

provides copies to serious students of internatfo::sl

affairs.
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Infor=ation to Press and other Media

far thc . . of 1n;oiT-,atiun on intcrr.atiJri:I ::firti :L : d
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. . t'ii.81a . .̂ an : . radio - 1411 b 7

:.Fi .:. t0 1Ltlort.firc° 4- the a1Q CGI :uC :

fCrE i bri pG l icy of a t~__ippCd K--th full an.; broad .• :1t .^s~iFL'~3 of interna l% ior.c : !

and on1c?.zi t :i~tl I'tSpC:` t +) the= k:iiCh, in turn,

is capst;, -- Frovi•... :.I>, tt: pu oplu r+itn tir.aly inforratioe and frec.LC :

e` : -_ ,. . . _ . . C_ 21 : ' 'r .tio:l• ,ti . the b.1s18 o f J21.a'13t . . . .2 n

à ;; p,-.; ss, the public _-,s in no
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i . : . . . . _ _ u . :z:: ï!:cce factc unaerîinc, t}.a i:.~sc.raile

Fronsibi _1 14t' y of a _orv iKn ministry to give all prop,:r iula t" cnt;

press in , t: °Ai ng at °dctu., l in ..ror_i-. ,ion on tnrld evel.ts and to acqu.aint the

pres~ Ni :. :: c:•-terain "c Car:;:r.~nt . : )licy and, as neces;.ary, explain its min

The ii:_'oz--oLtion pubLishec'. by r.cxspsl.er., radio and

2 .V . cn wor! -1eve t]pt w 13 1, £ is, of prov: C{ed by press rt3Lo l ::z .̂ :i - corresj'/D I::'
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,L le i 1:.`1c:i cn c .1 a i* or C iz :1 :r;;', i?TCrefore . if. I'.ot eSCelltiial ',`J :'o pro 4-ii e I :El

as such but to fill in b=zckjro L,.^d or topical detail for fuller cowprehension of

news and to help eneure that Go•rernWf:nt attitudes and policieà are understood.

~rl . i'~ Iun~tion is carri cd on through a ntlaber of channelss

. k _.,.. ~~ _ . . . _.~., . . .' _ . . ~
w~ r . .r~~z .- •..( a~ .,s
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Ministerial contact with the press and other media. The

Hinister's relations with the press may consist of personal

appointments or meetings with one or more journalists and

this relatively exclusive and intimate contact is highly

appreciated by the press and produces valuable results.

It is besot, however, by two major difficulties in that

the Minister has a limited amount of time and can rarely

receive journalists and, as a consequence, must be selective

and thereby run the danger of being accused of favouritian

or diacrimination. One means of avoiding this possibility

while remaining accessible to the press is the institution

of the more-or-leas regular press conference at which the

Minister can meet, discuss with and respond to a large cross-

section of the press and broadcast men. There seems to be

little question as to the real value of the regular and care-

fully organized press conference. It pleases the press, provides

them with livelier copy than they are apt to get from reporting

parliamentary statements and gives them the opportunity to

seek for information of some particular interest to them.

At the same time, it enables the Minister, whether he is

speaking on the record, not for attribution, or off the record,

to convey information on policy and conduct of his portfolio

to those who write or broadcast the nexs. A regular press
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conference should not be i:e ;à too fr,!quently or its inter : :Lt,

and authority fade, n-r sz~.:u,d it be held at such lor,~

intervals as to convey tri- i=pression of sc=eti .ing very

sV?cial at wr:ich spectacLlar anr.our.ce-:ents might reasonably

be ex,cctr,i . Perhaps 4-jr,t}1;: press conference would

serve .the purpose of re ;,,.,Iar and accustored Weetings to

serve the business purposes of press and I}epârtm,ent alike .

Any decisions in this regard must, of course, depend er..irely

on the Ministerr s own preferences re-ardir.g his own means of

contact with the press . !~'.ir.isterial appearances on radio or

T .V . present a further and impressive opportunity for in:orr..in5

and inflûe: cing public opinion. In this regard as well as in

ccnrtection with his contacts with newsFapermer., the Minister

has the right to expect full support from officials of *_ :,e

Department to collate material, organize interviews .: r.a ke

any required technical preparations . The support called for

relates entirely to the substantive field of the Departmentt3

responsibility and would not be expected to reach into th e

area of domestic political discussion . The heport of the .',?assce

Com=ission recognized that all governmental activity has at

least a modicum of political significance and that a Lepartz .=. :.t ls

publicity activity may be seen as "an excursion into the rea:m

of political controversy" . The zeport continues, ~iowever, in

a reassuring way :



"The danger need not be overstated. It is not a 
matter of the deliberate misuse of the informatin 
process to manipulate public opinion for political 
purposes, Even if this were tried - and there is 
no evidence that it has been - the attempt would 
founder on the independence of the news media and 
the eafeguards inherent in the political process 
itself." 

For officials of External Affairs engaged in back-up activities 

for the Minister's programme of public information this is a 

consideration not to be lost sight of but scarcely a problem of 

formidable proportions. 

(2) Departmental press relations. (A detailed description and discussion 

of the requirerents and operations of departmental press activitiee 

is found in a memorandum of February 8 from Press and Liaison 

Division.) 

Although the general objectives and purposes of departmental press 

relations are recognized and approved, it is fair to say that the 

Department in past years has often been laggard in providing the 

necessary gystem and machinery to achieve these purposes. At 

certain periods a press office has been active and useful - although 

always undermanned - and at others it has guttered from almost 

total inanition. The nadir of its history was the rather protracted 

time when the sole staff consieted of a Clerk Grade 4 who was 

responsible for the distribution of press releases and little else, 



This, of course, by no means represented the total of departmental

press relations at that time because a senior departmental

r

officer in the Minister's Office had close, daily contact with

important journalists and eijoyed their confidence. This arrangement,

the product of speéial circumstancea, was not unsuccessful but

it did not provide for mntinuity and it seriously cut across the

maintenance and developcaent of departmental systems in this

field and even jeopardized the erisential control and judgment

required of the Deputy Minister. The dissatisiactioa of the p.-

with this arrangement is reflected in the Glaseco Report. fiefer:zng

to the press office at the time, it stated:

"In its day to day relations with newsaen, the unit
is restricted to answering inquiries of little
irports.nce and distributing copies of speeches and
announcements - work that could be done by a trained
junior clerk."

The Report continues:

"The Head of Liaisor. Services (which included the
function of press office) has fifteen years experience
in External Affairs and is au courant with what is
going on in the Department, but he is permitted to
deal with only trivial inquiries. All others are
referred to more senior officials who are hard of
access. Denied quick and efficient facilities,
newsmen rely heavily on inforx.al personal contacts_
to satisfy their legitimate requirements for comment
and interpretative background. The sharp criticisms
of the Ottawa press corps deserve attention."
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This recoa~ended attention has since been given and a reisor.abJy

satisfactory and systematic function has been evolved . There

continue to be press criticisms of the Dep4rtment t s press

relations in recent months but these are less frequent and less

veher--nt than in the past and there is a disposition to recognize

the practiçal efforts of the Departsont to fill the requirements .

In a generally critical, though not entirely accurate, editorial

coaent on January 15, the editor of the Ottawa Citizen had th;r

to say :

"In the case of e:ctc:n:1, the Glassco co=plaints
produced some changes . 'ihe mysteriously named
and almost useless liaison services division has

been renamed press and liaison and has F.e .:comc,
reZttively more usnful. Under the dire :;.ioa of
DtlberYille 'r'o:•tier,r an expErier.ced diy._o=at and
inforration r_=, assicted by Chs:?e4 St~re, P.
diplo.:.ut and ex-Texspaperr:.vi, the ciivlsion is
now able to c~.~ply routine information, to direct
inquirers to aourcea of policy thinking, and to
organis.e occasional foreign policy briefings .

This is something although it is not enough . "

The only illustration of what is still required was set down

as follows :

"Even in Ottawa, the idea has not sunk in that a
good information service has to be highl,s authoritative
and ahead of daily events . This means that a senior
briefing officer must be available as he is at the
foreign office and the state department . He must
be sufficiently trusted that he knows %;hat our policy

is at any given time . He should be prepared to offer
both official statements and background information . "

MZ
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The sans general reco^endation is made in the Glassco Commission

Report:

The information task in Ottawa cannot be discharged
adequately by coldly factual releases. There is
urgent need for a focal point where newsmen can
get background data and official comment, The
departmental officer,responsible need not be an
experienced presasang but information experience
is clearly desirable and he should have a syripathetic
understanding of the problem of nexsmer., tenperin£
infinite discretion with ready approachability.
Needless to say, he must be well inforned on all

aspects of policy and operations, sensitive to the
nuances of diplomacy, and permitted to use his
discretion."

Within the Department, a considerable nu=ber of senior officers -

Under-:ecretary, Assistant Under-Secretaries and Heads of Diviiion -

have intermittent contacts with the press and are able to provide

useful and appropriate information. These press relations are

conducted responsibly and no real problem of control and co-

ordination appears to have arisen; ideall,y, the press office

should be aware of the nature of any such conversations in order

not to duplicate and perhaps also to be able to follow up and

develop any are-as of information of particular interest to newsaen.

It would be useful to i ssue a directive to officers, particularly

senior officers, of the DeFart*ient to guide thes on the action

they should take when they receive press enquiries. The 1114inister's

Office, of course, is another point of contact for the press;

MR
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there are arrangements to keep the press office aware of such 

contacts, to sound out the Minister on his press requirements 

and to attempt to meet these requirements. A good deal has 

been done to this end but it eeems likely that further etepe 

are needed. However; the pivot of departmental press activity 

lies, as it should, with the Press and  Liaison  Division. As 

the liaison  activities of this unit are conzerned with an 

information market outside Canada, and are unconnected in 

purpose with the press functions, they are dealt with separately. 

The press office duties currently conducted include the following: 

Ascistance to the Minister as required in arranging and 

preparing for press conferences or interviewe and helping 

in arranging press appearances with broadcast media. Much 

of this work is responsive but with more staff, more directly 

promotional work could be undertaken. Recently the practice 

has developed whereby the Head of the Division has accompanied 

the Minister outeide Ottawa to assist in press relations, 

establish further press contacts and on euitable occasions 

to act as delegation spokesman. This worthwhile practice 

not only facilitates the contacts of the press with the 

Minister but alao gives the press officer an opportunity to 

expand and clarify policy statements. This is not only useful 

(a) 

itTeîffleite 



rreana the most important press and co=unications centre

in this country. With more staff, more could useful-ly be

done along these linea. Frequent contact with editors in

profitable exercise.

(b) Issue of press releases. Particularly when Parliament is

not sitting, this function is essential to provide autrori t< `^..•.•

+.exts of governzaental announcements and important atrteze^ ^-

T}-,ese texts are frequently accompanied by background ^.^ :r=a1.

(c) :3asponse to enquiries. This form of service to the press is

a central function of the press office. The thoroughness with

which it is carried out and the stimulation of increased activit;

in this field is limited not only by inescapable requirer.ents

of disereticn but semetines by shortage of sanpoxer equipped

to respond to questions.

(d) Briefings by press office. Systematic briefings have not yet

become a regular feature of the operation of the press office

and this is a gap which should be filled. There has been a

laudable beginning of background briefings, general7,y but not

neceasaril,y, off-the-record, on various world problems arranged



by the press office and using the special knowledge of 

departmental officials who are equipped to speak on these 

subjects. These background briefings appear to be appreciated 

by the press and a good deal more could be done without 

debasing the currency. zr-;() lar the journalists invited to 

these briefings appear generally to have respected the terms 

of confidence under which they are held. However, it wmuld 

appear that a system of regular briefings which would fill 

in the press on contemporary developments and provide some, 

usually non-at.tributed, mateeial for stories would fill a 

real need. A weekly briefing by the press office, using 

exieting departmental reeourcee, would cover a goo; many 

ineUvidual enquiries, would provide an cutlet for information 

ccnsidered desirable by  te Departeent and would make work 

easier for the press. (The diligent reporter will normally 

be able to track down the information he seeks but it neede 

tO be kept in mind that stories by the less diligent or more 

careless reporter also reach the light of day.)  The briefing 

would aleo give a chance to the press officer to correct 

mistaken reports or misinterpretation and to give the shadings 

of significance of news which are particularly important for 

reporting on foreign policy questions. The very fact of the 

holding of such frequent and regular meetings with the press 

would be an earnest of the seriousness attached by the Depart-

ment to press relations and should go eome  way to correct any 

MIZEINW semmei 



impression that the Departaent is casual or inept in this

regard. There is no doubt that the operation wauld be delicate

and not without perils and therefore would impose a considerable

burden of responsibility on the press officer. The job not

only dezaride ari' ezp.rieneed officer with access to up-to-date

factual information over a broad range and intimate knowledg e

of policy direction and development but an officer enjoying

the confidence and support of Minister and Deputy Minister

and vested with authority and discretion . There is no doubt

that a decision to approve and systematize this functicc ►

resiit in press recognition of an anonymous depzrtmenta.i

"spokeaaan" or porte-parole . A recent intervention in the

House by a single Heaber of Parliament revealed at least this

Heatber's disapproval of a Dep artment of GovernWent permitting

a apolsew= to issue certain types of information. A judgment

on how widespread such a reaction might be is not for me to

make but I have .no evidence that any general feeling exist s

on the subject . Certainly most Foreign Ministries with whose

operations I an acquainted have long had and continue to

cherish the tradition and operation of an official spokesmn.

It is quite unreasonable to suppose that any Foreign Ministe r

can find timeto answer all enquiries and provide all information

sought by the press . Certainly a Minister must make all

announcements of Government policy but he cannot be expected
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day-by-day to answer all the questions of explanation and

detail connected with that policy and even less questions

regarding the factual detail of the international situation

to which the policy is directed. I consider, hoxever,

that statements by a spokesman must have a certain frame

of reference. In general they should be confined to factual

information, should state and illustrate established policy,

should not be dynamic or promotional.

(e) Closely related to the briefing activity in Ottawa is the

opportunity afforded by the presence of journalists in

touch with Canadian delegaticns to international meetings.

These occasions are useful in enabling closer rapport with

the press and in emphasizing facets of Canadian policy.

To perform its role adequately the press office must spend a

good deal of time in liaison and consultation with the Under-

Secretary ana other senior officers of the Department, with the

Minister and his entourage and with other government departments,

particularly the Prime Minister's Office and sometimes National

Defence. There has been fairly successful liaison with the

P.M.'s Office but perhaps a more systematic and recognized basis

could be sought. The consultation within the Department and

arrangements to keep the press office fully and quickly informed



are working admirably. It would appear that further «'.tentic :,

could be given to liaison with and services to the :-Js .-' :ter an .

My impression is that w:ith the addition of more per5k)rL:,e-' the

press office wrould be able to meet these needs more a;:equately .

I have given some thought to more far-reaching s.:!an° of serv,~n-

the Ministe.r ' s reçuire=nts such as attaching an experienced

officer of the ÿ:c23 office staff to the A~.inicter's Office, or,

employing an out-;!do Jourr.alist or P .R .O . in that Office . Or.

reflection, and i :'ter consultation, I would conclude that the

attachment of ar.othsr departW<:nta1 officer for this purpo3

e not t.chi °ve W::ch r:)rc- than the office with .~d--itional personne l

c~.n achiave . 7~ic aupoir.tn:mt of :.°r, cu:si.c!e public rclaticns

speei• .̂liet could bear the reeds of a Cocd deal of c :rtusicn "à

c:-ose_;: :.rposs u-,ess he acd,-llo::sly acclir.e3 cozzr..ent to the ~ress

on exterra.l poli . .-y, utile he obviously would be of no use to

external policy if :.e were kept out of this field . To sum up ,

I thir.k. the bcot practicaî soiui,ion is to leave this responsib{lity

xit â the press office, to ensure the press office gives it p :•ic :•:t•;

and to give the press office the manpower ne^ded . (It is, o_* cc:urse,

not the purpose of this memorandum to consider the 2•':i.nisterI s

public relations reçuirc :;ents beyond those arising from the conduct

of foreign affairs .) .



The press relations wing of the Department is inevitably throw,

into action on the occasion of Y.I.P. visits to Ottawa* Opportunity

must be given to the foreign and Canadian pressmen to cover

such visits, to describe the programe as it unrolls and, usually,

to net, hear and question the visitor. The people concerned

with the substantive programe of visits are the Governztent

Hospitality Committee and the Protocol Division of this Departayer'..

As neither body counta a preasr^n or press unit in its ranks,

the Depa: trent tr_aRt provide the ^e--n!3 to look after legitimate

press interests. When a press office exicts in the Department,

it is, of cource, -,riaar ily res;-onsible and has in fact r.omally

organized the necessYry planning and opprations. On all too

frequent occasions, particularly Royal visits, the problem of

setting up press arrangements on an ambitious scale has been

th:rokm in the lap of this I}ep art^ent at a late date and without

provistc^ for the necessary hi:-,:an resources. Even when a press

office has been in operation, it has not been possible for it to

provide the required people to carry out the operation and a

good deal of deaFerate, last-^ir.ute, ad hoc borrowinj of staff

has been called for. The year 1967 will -tee a considerable

increase in the number of Y.I.P.'s, no doubt including Heads of

State, and the weight of press arrangements will be felt especially

heavily. (Fxpoi 67 cglls for very special arrangements and must be
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dealt with as a separate exercise.) There seems little doubt that 

not only in 1967 but into the remote future, the burden of 

making press arrangements for V.I.P. visits will fall on External - 

Affaire and specifically its press office. If this ie the case, 

there is need to proVide the tinews to carry the load. The 

prese office, ulth slightly slizmented personnel, can hope to 

do a respectable ;;ob on the viitte of ministers and other 

dignittrice from ouz,side ccuntries and :Jay be able to cope with 

mast visits  cf F‘,ads cf Governet, perlups calling on a few 

officials frcm other departDents. But the departmental press 

office clearly ::nrInet, by itself, manr - ge press rciations on 

Head of State or hoysi visite. It can, however, provide a 

the planningar.t, even sufficient  tire, can organize, 

kmd suptrviee the conduct 

For this purpose it would 

assistance from other depart:ments and 

nuclous for 

co-ordinate 

the visit. 

of press relations during 

need authority to co-opt 

funds to hire outside 

public relations men for specific taske and as conducting officers. 

For planning, a continuing interdepartmental working committee, 

separate from the Government Hospitality Bureau, is needed which 

will be aware of impending visits and - can begin a concerted effort 

at a timely stage. To achieve the effectiveness which derives 

from continuity, I recommend later that a non-rotational position 
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be added to the press office to provide a person experienced in

arrangements for press and broadcaet media and in the organization

of press prograssoes. The appointment of such a pereon would

not relictre the Press Chief from general responsibility but

would prov3,de an ezpert assistant with technical responsibility

for preas arrangoxnts on visits. Between visite such an employee

could he uill used for general press arrange=ente. From past

departmental ozperience in the king of press arrangements for

V.I.P. irisits, it in very apparent that planning and procedure

starts fron scratch on each occasion and each visit calls for

pioneering when this is unnecessary and a sad waste of time. I

understand that the press office has prepared a minual of require-

ments for press arrangements during visits and established a

check-ii3t of things to do which, mutatis mutandis, can be applied

to succcasire visita. This msnual might be somewhat exparried to

cover interdepartmental co-operation.

It has been mentioned above that the Press and Liaison Division

has two distinct and relatively unrelated functions,, the prose

relations function within Canada and the liaison function which

is directcui to providing information for use abroad by the Canadian

Foreign Service or for broadcast abroad by the CBC International

Service. This duality of function resulted froa a sarriage of

convenience of the unit which was originally the Political

MR
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Co-ordination Section and the earlier and less active press

office . Considering the importance attached to the function

of press relations in this Departa:ent by the Minister, the

I?epartraent ger:erally, tha press and the Glassco Co=Linsion ,

I tr.ink the most ssrious consideration rhould be given to divest-

ing Press and Liaison Division of its "Liaison" functions and

permi:ting the press office to concentrate or the ve .-y important

and 3:asit{ve field of pre3s relations . This --eparation of

fur.eticr.s (together irith some accretion of strength) should per-r_Ji .

the press offico to rive, single- .:.ir:de:i attention to its dcaar,dir ~,

t.asks, 1 :.nciotr•.:cted b-,i the quite ceparate, though ' . .orougnly

important stctit _'ticn of llai5or with IBC(Z.S.) and our posts abroad .

(Thoug:r consultation and F :vicc on vtrictly prees activities abroad

would still raquire attention ircm the press office .) ..s a con-

sca,ucncc, I would c.i meate the li.aicon functionE 1>c allocated to

the Infcrzation Division and I discuss in a separate chapter the

avantage :: of this a ;•i•sn8ement of dLties for Information Division

.u . .t tr.p s:_tp1y of infor:Ation abroati . 11 further advantage of

concentrating uniquely on the press activities in the one unit

is that a confused and conil:sing title is eliminated and the

press corps may be more readily convinced that the Department

takes their needs seriously and has taken steps to provide

suitable machinery uniquely tailored to their interests .
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Recommendations 

1 , 	 (1) That the Minister's views be sought as to whether he would be 

prepared to hold a regular press conference, perhaps once a 

month. 

(2) The institution of regular  press "briefings,  perhaps once a 

week by the Press Office. The terms of reference and delimitation 

of the scope of these briefings ehould have ministerial approva]. 

(3) The recognition of the function of the Head of the Press Office 

as an authOrized "spokesman". 

The continuation and extension of the confidential, background 

briefings, "not for attribution cr immediate use", by senior 

departmental officers. 

(5) FUrther attention to systematic liaison on press matters with 

other Government Departments, pz.rticularly the Prime Minister's 

Office. 

(6) That ateps be taken to have the departmental Press Office recognized 

as the responsible agency in the Government responsible for the 

planning, co—ordination and execution of arrangements for press, 

broadcast media and photographers covering V.I.P. visita  from 

abroad. That euch responsibility ahould embrace Royal visits and 

visite of Heads of State ass well as other distinguished guests (7.(b)). 

fa  

(4) 



1hat, under this responsibility, the Press Office be

authorized to seek and other departments instructed, wYere

possible, to provide the assistance of appropriate erployees

to help plan and execute the press prograa--e on such occasions.

(b) That the Press Office be authorized to spend up to $

annually to pay for the services of outside assistance in

press arrangements during V.I.P. visits.

(c) That an established position be provided to secure the

services of a press officer with special experience and

expertise in press arrangemnte to be primarily concerned

for visits. ?.n effort miz"t Le made to find an officer of

the arozed forces, recently retired or about to retire, with

suitable experience in this field and who would be prepared

to fill this job for an extended period and would understand

that he would not be rotational.

(8) That the Press and Liaison Division be renamed the Press Office

and that it be divested of its "Liaison" functions.

(9) That the establisrsaent of the new Press Office should be:

1 FSO 7 - Chief Press Officer
1 FSO 5 - Deputy Chief

1FSO4-
1 AO ?- Officer responsible for V.I.P. Press Arrange.

1 Clerk 4 (Sec,)
1 Steno 3
1T,-pist3



Note: While the current establishment only provides for two

officers, 1 iW 6 and 1 FSO 3, the new reco=ended

establiehment for Press and Liaison Division for 1966-67

1FSO7
2FS05
2 Fs0 1.
1 Clark 4 (Sec.)
2 Steno 3
1 Steno 2
1 Typist 3

If from this establis:^ent there is removed to perform

the "Liaison" functicns else-%fierP in the Department

1 FSO j, 1 FSO 4 and 1 Steno 3, the only addition to be

made to the Press Office establishment proposed for 195D-u7

Ncu1d be 1 Administrative Officer.)

(10) That the Press Office should be so staffed as to be able to providE

all its services in Canadais two official languages. It is

particularly iaportamt that the Head of the Press Office be

bilingual.



For over twenty years - since the Second World War and the development

of widespread Canadian representation in other countries - the Department of

F:xt©rnal Affairs and other Govern ment Departments have made an effort to make

Canada, its people, their life and aspirations better known across the Vorld .

The motivation for this activity has been partly intuitive and partly calculated .

From many quarters the impulse to share knowledge of our country with other s

has been spontaneous, born of pride in our national resources, institutions

and achievements and the determination to gain wide recognition for these .

This understandable feeling has been reflected in Government informatio n

activity outside Canada but essentially it provides little more than stimulus

and support for clearer and more systematic official purposes directed towards

the service of Canada's national interests in the world .

2. What are the purposes of a Canadian Government information progra mme

abroad? In this Department the question has been raised and answers given, time

and time again, but there are strong and persistent indications that too many

persons who have done information work have been unaware of the general purposes

anima.ting their activity or of the purpose of particular information project s

in which they find theaiselves engaged. And if there is one important question

any information officer must pose to himselt, regularly and seriously, it is :
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eWhy  an  I doing this?" Despite conscientious effort and (sometimes) good grasp 

of technique, it is too frequently hard for an information officer to explain — 

to others or to himself: "How does the initiative I an  now planning serve the 

interest: ;,f the Canadian Government and people?" I think perhaps the basic 

probltm .1rf.ses from the anomaly that the fundLmtntal purpos of an information 

prograr'r itbroad are u.nderstood but that so often the information activities 

themselves cannot be clearly related to these purposes. 

3. Under rational examination, sirply to impart information to the rest 

or the world about CanarW is not a LL1fic.)at national cnjective; infOrmatio:. 

work: abr;cd must aim to lnd, in d broad stnse, must be dnown to support and 

udvanr:e Lmadfan Jnterests. The ultimatL objectives of such information work 

cre thy:Y. of external pclicy: to guarantee the security cf the nation, to attain 

the ni2L.-t possible de3res of national p:o.:perity and, itè this pursuit, to 

fulfil t:cse specificobligations towards the rest of the world utlich enlightened 

self-interest or the humanitarian desires of the Canadian people may demand. 

4. While it is important that a foreign information service never lose 

sight of the bedrock reasons for its existence, it w:uld be inane, in operational 

terms, to focus chiefly on those ultimate and universal goals of peace and 

harmony which are more aspirations than objectives and which present a horizon 

far too diutant for the purposes of .a practical, current programme. Horizons 

must be lcwered and targets brought closer. 



5. In assessing and establishing the role of a foreign information

service, a clear eye is called for to maintain perspective on the scope and

on the limitations of the contribution which information can make to the

lovernmentls activity in foreign affairs. The central work of a Foreign Office

and a Foreign Service is the conduct of government-to-government relations

and in this work an information service has no direct role to play. The

information function is auxiliary to the central function but to recognize

this with full force and clarity is not to degrade or minimize the utility

and significance of the information arm. In the modern world of fast

communication and of vastly expanding literacy and general education, it is

not enough to talk to governments and to persuade them; the people - at least

an informed cross-section of them - must be avare of the nature, intentions

and performance of the country with which their government is talking and,

in the long haul, the people must be persuaded that certain features make

that country a valid and worthy interlocutor. To present such a picture and

to persuade public opinion, within limits set by diplomatic propriety and the

norms set by the local government, is,the underlying job of an information

service; ana it is a serious and important job. Hoxever, the general task

of displaying abroad those features of Canadian life which mark us broadly

as a respectable and purposeful member of the international comaunity should

not be regarded as more than the backdrop to information activities which are

more specific, more pointed, more directly contemporaneous. If information

werk is to achieve proper impact, it must be carried out in the light of the

most important Canadian interests in the current circumstances, national and



international . These interests may be political, economic, comraerciai,

c :zltural or other but their promotion should call forFriority action, areac

of background information activities . But if the support and promotio n

o: current Canadian external policies are the priority tasks of information

_I'ficers, tney must be made aware of these policies quickly and in sufficient

depth .

6. One of the chief weal nesses of the information service of this

Department for many years has been that the Information Division and, hence,

the information officers abroad, have existed and worked in relative isolation

from the mainstream of departmental activity . Despite ._recurrent reviews

of activities and earnest efforts to achieve something more purposeful and

significant, the job performed by the Information Division has changed

remarkably little since 1947 wh en-the Canadian Information Service, successor

to the Wartime Information Board, was absorbed into External Affairs . The

object of taking in the C .I .S . (as I can attest from personal memory) was,

in important part, to gear the disaemination of information abroad into the

broad movement of Canadian foreign policy, to harness this instrument to

planned and recognized international objectives of the-Government . At the

time of the amalgamation it was felt necessary to correct dissonance, actual

or potential, between the official Government voice through External Affairs

and the separate, not always closely attuned voice of the C .I .S . in foreign

countries . This desirable but negative objective was attained to the extent



that contradiction in the expression of Canadian policy abroad was largely

eliminated but there has surely been less success in the positive purpose of

utilizing the instrx;ment of public information abroad for the advancement of

policy. The Report of the Glassco Commission as it refers to the information

function of this Department, although generally superficial and devoted to

relatively peripheral matters, does recognize this major problem briefly:

"The employment of information officers abroad, hoxever, can only
achieve its purpose if they are given the support from Ottawa
needed in their work. Full-time information officers in major
posts are being frustrated by the lack of a continuous and timely
flow of background information concerning Canadian affairs.
Equally frustrating are the lack of notice of government moves
likely to attract attention abroad, and the dearth of any general
directives concerning Canadian aims. In these circumstances, the
information officers are left to devise their own interpretations
and to cope as best they can, in an impromptu manner, with external
reactions to Canadian actions and statements."

The press, over the years, has been aware of the inadequacy of Canadian overseas

information and has expressed dissatisfaction. Hoxever, press criticism has

been less than systematic and thorough and, at its best, has identified defects

that do indeed exist but which are far from being central. These corsaents

largely concentrate on the lack of information specialists at a few posts

protiably a quite valid observation - but carry the implication that demonstrated

journal.istic or public relations expertise is widely required at posts abroad

and that extensive specialization in this field is called for - a conclusion

that does not stand up to close examination. Criticisms that have been made by

the travelling Canadian public - whether official or private - tend to relate



more to amenities offered to Canadians rather than  th  Canadian information 

directed towards the local press and public. The provision (or lack of it) 

at all posts of up-to-date Canadian newspapers - particularly home-town papers - 

falls into this category and will be discussed later. General or specific 

ignorance in foreign countries is also frequentliadduced as evidence that 

official Canadian information is unavailable or ineffective. Eany criticisms 
, 

of the scope and effectiveness of Canadian information abroàd are based on 

comparisons with the programmes and activities of other countries which have 

concluded that a large and expensive effort in the field of information abroad 

is required in their particular national interest to service political, cultural, 

economic or prestige purposes. Such critics have seldom faced up to the 

teplications in financial and human resources nor have they calculated the 

reasonable proportioning of effort between substantive work in foreign affairs, 

including economic aid, and the publicizing of this work. What is clear is 

that no Canadian Government has decided on "Big Information" and presumably 

this reflects a feeling by the citizen and taxpayer that modest programmes 

of infornation abroad, purposefully and economically =ducted, are what they 

want. My comments and recommendations, therefore, relate to a relatively small 

but (hopefully) improved and somewhat larger information programme. 



Information Work at Posts Abroad

7. The separation of discussion of the work of uiaking Canada and its

policies known abroad into chapters on Abroad and At Home is artificial and

is done for convenience of presentation. The people engaged in these

activities in Ottawa and at diplomatic or consular missions are warp and roof

of the same fabric. Ultimate direction and authority are vested in the Under-

Secretary and implemented by the Information Division and the Cultural Affairs

Division while abroad Heads of Mission and information officers bear respon-

sibility for execution of determined programmes and also a good deal of

initiative within this framework. Officials working in this field at home and

abroad must be reciprocally responsive and alert to the requirements of the

other.

8. The central function of a diplomatic mission is, of course, to

establish and maintain contact with the government of a foreign country, to

report on its actions and attitudes, to convey Canadian decisions or opinions,

occasionally to negotiate and to conduct bilateral "business". And most of

this week-to-week work can proceed, in large degree, without the direct and

immediate assistance of public information programmes intended to increase

knowledge of and friendship towards Canada. However, we are concerned with the.

role of a diplomatic mission in a wider sense. The credentials of an

Ambassador require him "to foster relations of friendship and good understand-

ing" between Canada and the country in question and the Embassy is recognized

as the source of authentic information about Canada. Thus a diplomatic



mission is autozatically involved in provision of information by replies to

enquiries and public addresses and by extensive documentation, circulation of

films and recordings . Information activity is augmented outside the mission

by short-wave broadcasting and by commercial distribution of film and T .V .

programmes. Finally, the publication abroad of Canadian information by press

agencies or representatives in Canada or by foreign journalists visiting

Canada almost certainly provides .the bulk of news and information about Canada

appearing in foreign countries. There are certain limitations on public

information activities by diplomatic missions imposed by diplomatic propriety

and political judgment . While an official information service reaches to the

public and not directly to governments, it must be careful not to appear to

appeal to the public of a foreign country over the head of or in defiance of

the foreign government ; and it is the more alert and politically integrated

foreign services that run the greater danger of offending a host government .

Certainly Canadian policies are not always in sympathy with the policies of

other governments and, while information about Canadian policies should not be

generally denied in such cases, the manner of presentation calls for considerable

delicacy and scrupulous avoidance of public argument . Si.milarly, any public

comment on disagreements with third-party governments represented in a foreign

capital must be avoided or presented matter-of-factly and, if possible,

indirectly. However, such occasions are infrequent and should not impose any

general timidness to present and explain official Canadian views .
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9. 	While it is  possible  to discuss "information abroad" as if it were 

one subject — as it is in general purpose — the possibilities for and the value 

for Canada of this work vary so widely from country to country that descrip-

Lions of (a fortiori prescriptions for) activity are difficult to set down in a 

Ibrm which has comprehensive validity. Nevertheless, the large areas of 

information activity are available to mo st if not . all missions, although the 

level of activity in any one of them may vary fram nil to an ambitious programme. 

These are (not necessarily in order of importance) : 

(1) Distribution of Canadian films and, increasingly, 
T.V. tapes; 

(2) Recordings, principally for radio, of Canadian 
talks or music; 

(3) Distribution of documentation (important speeches, 
articles, brochures, maps); 

(4) Public addresses; 

(5) Press contacts, releases and interviews; 

(6) Library services; 

(7) Presentation of books; 

(8) Exhibitions; 

(9) Cultural manifestations; 



10. There would appear to be almost unanimous agreement among those who

have done information abroad that film distribution is the single, most

successful activity in which we engage. This medium reaches an ever-growing

audience at showings and, increasingly, through television. By its nature,

the visual presentation of Canadian life is more readily understood than the

written work, even to those audiences whose ears are not perfectly attuned to

commentaries in French or English. Where commentaries in the local language

are available, the impact, of course, is predictably greater. Comments from

posts indicate a general view that irFB (and CBC) films are very satisfactory,

that more new films are sought and that there should be a greater effort to

provide more vernacular sound-tracks. There is also a feeling that more

liberal travel allowances should be provided to permit more frequent film

showin,Zs by post personnel, either Canadian or locally employed, at centres

other than the capital, particularly in largecountries. I believe that a

good deal of attention should be given to the question of (a) providing more

scund-tracks in other langugages than French or F.nglish and (b) the encourage-

ment^of or financial subsidy for specific film productions tailored to the

support of particular external policies and program ►es. I discuss this further

when considering the information functions of the Department in Ottawa.
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11. It in probably in the use of the written word for information abroad

that the greatest frustration is encountered . This is potentiall,y a highly

effective area of activity and, in fact, much has been done and continues to

be done . This is certainly the area in which an information officer must feel

himself actively engaged but the results of efforts to place Canadian information

in foreign newspapers (and reflections in radio and T .V .), periodicals or

specialized journals are only occasionally rewarding and all too frequently are

disappointing . After reviewing the files and noting ceimments on their informa-

tion activities from posts abroad covering many years, the causes for less than

satisfactory performance would seem to be :

( 1 ) A very strict limitation, which varies, of course, from country

to country, on interest in Canada and therefore on the market

for news and information about Canada ;

(2) A perennial shortage of timely information on Canadian develop-

ments ;

(3) A lack of material specifically produced with the needs (and

market) of one country or group of countries in mind;

(4) IAek of specific direction from Uttawa on tasks to be performe d

by a specific mission and ignorance of the purposes and

objectives of the post in this field ;



(5) Lack of initiative and sense of local responsibility in the

(6) Shortage of foreign language material and facilities for

capable translation;

(7) I.ack of expertise and use of untrained personnel.

12. Much of the well meant criticism of Canadian information abroad by

caaual or sporadic observers has failed to take into account the real lack of

a large market for Canadian information in many, perhaps most, other countries.

The observers, very naturall,y, launch their comments from a highly Canadacentric

base and fail to realize that their interest in and enthusiasm for things

Canadian are not shared in any substantial degree by editors of foreign publi-

cations. Any information officer approaching his job with a parochial and

naive conviction that the kuritanian press and public,is pantins to knox a

great deal more about Canada is due for rude disillusionment. The information

merchant faces a tough buyer's market and he is in competition with the wares

of thirty to ninety other diplomatic missions all of which are offering

information to the local public. Naturally epectacular news about Canada will

hit the foreign press - though normally through news agencies - but this type

of information is usually nothing the Canadian Government particularly wishes

to project and amplify - public discord, disastor, bombs-in-mailboxea, etc.

The more positive aspects of national life so often lack direct public appeal

abroad and a great deal of painstaking effort is required to encourage



successfully the publication of an article on such intrinsically interesting

and valuable subjects as resources or power development, Canadian peace-keoping

initiatives, the performing arts or the opening of the North . Such pieces

can eventually be and are marketed and more can be done but ambitions in this

line,are bound to outstrip,.achievement_,by_farand realistic acknowledgment of

this fact must underlie planr4x4_and_ng-oL.inr~.ptaation- efforts .

13. It is a common experience of posts abroad that, all too often, when

there is interesting Canadian information at hand regarding policy developments

or other national news of importance, wnrd_of this information and supportin g

material arrives too late to be used . Normally, first breath of such news in

the local press comes from agency wires in predictably brief and sometimes

obscure form. At this point and for the *next hours, .a post may be in a position

to fill out and interpret the story (if aware of it) either by offering further,

unsolicited material or by explanation, and thereby transform a passing mention

into awrorthr+hile story which tells something useful about Canada . But normall,y

the PUB has to express regrets that it 3mo !191 Of N O 010W!:*7Y!) I it=q 4 k= Dc

and has nothing more to addiX9nicallÿ, it is at posts that enjoy good press

contacts that opportunities to amplify such news will be more frequently offered

and which will also be more.frequently frustrated. Even official government

statements often arrive after the time of possible utilization . I believe that

shortage of personnel in the Department has been responsible for this flow an d

I suggest possible improvementa later under discussion of activity at headquarters .



14. 	The material for publication received by any given post is, with 

rare exceptions, not prepared with that post in mind but is issued to all 

poste abroad. This scatter-ehot technique of supplying material means that 

any particular poet receives a sizeable volume of documentation - speechee, 

reprints, feature articles - at  of which is not usable locally or which 

requires a good deal of re-working. Not only is there a waste of paper, 

postage and filing space involved but there is also an unfavourable psycholo-

gical impact on the information officer at the post who attempts to discern 

what use can have been intended for this material and ends up with the cynical 

but sometimes justified conclusion that little or no thought had been given 

at headquarters to his particular requirements. From comments from posts 

abroad it would appear to be the common experience that too little material 

is tailored in Ottawa to the needs of a specific country or area and that 

something well short of potentially effective results will continue to be 

realized until more closely focussed documentation is received. There are 

steps which can be taken at headquarters to improve this situation but, at 

this point, I am suggesting the line of thought and action which our missions 

might'take. The people with the most  lively awareness of the information 

possibilities in any single country are those serving in the local diplomatic 

or consular mission and a basic responsibility rests on them to let Ottawa 

know their needs and to ask for appropriate material. To fulfil this 

responsibility a greater measure of advance planning is called for than has 

normally been the case.  • Perhaps this planning would be realistic if it did 



not attezpt to project requirenents for tore than a year ahead but it could

be very useful if, before the beginning of each calendar year, each post

-wrould supply the Department with a description of its practical requirrments

and a listing of the subjects of articles or reports it would hope to receive

and use in the cosdng year. At some posts it xould be a distinet.achievenent

to place a half-dozen important articles per year in the local press or

journals while in big and important countries the figure would obviously be

much larger. Considering that staff and money in Ottawa are limited, the

posts must recognize that overly ambitious programmes will not be fu].filled

and should feel some confidence that what they ask for will be satisfactorily

utilized and can reasonably be provided. Within any suggested programme of

subjects to be developed, as clear an indication as possible of priorities

should be given to enable the Department to use its resources as effectively

as possible. The exercise of examining and recoamending a programme for the

publication of Canadian information in a given country would require a serious

study by the information officer, by others at the post and by the Head of

Mission. Insistence on carrying out such an exercise seriously could also do

a good deal to concert at posts abroad the public information activity with

the current substantive work of the post and the Department. This effort

could also result in better informed, more closely pinpointed direction of

information activities at each post and it would certainly mean more systematic

and meaningful attention to the whole information field by the posts.



15. Connected with the effort to place greater responsibility on the

post for information activities is the need for the Head of Post to give this

work adequate priority and to provide informed supervision. The same

requirenent also applies to heads of chancery and other senior officers. It

wrould be useful if a Head of Mission, on appointment, were given instructions

on what is expected of his post'in the information field. Policy, purposes

and profitable procedures should be outlined and, iàiere possible, a list of

dos and don'ts should be sketched. Unless a Head of Post feels a direct

responsibility is laid on him to assure that information work is carried out

as effectively as the other tasks of the mission, information work is unlikely

to be well performed.

In countries where communication is not principally in French or

English, the lack of sufficient material in the local lar.guage is a perennial

handicar. There have been notable efforts in Ottawa from time to time to cope

with this problem, particularly in the Spanish language, but it can be readily

agreed that the problem continues to be large and real. Certainly, more can

be done at headquarters in this respect but there are possibilities abroad as

well if more money can be found. At most posts where English or French are not

the language of the country, locally employed clerk-translators are on staff

but they are normally fully occupied with translations of administrative or

other.correspondence, press scans, etc., and little or no time is left over

for "creative translation" of the sort required in information work. Nor are

these translators frequently of the level of education and experience to under-
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tzke such tasks effectively . At quite a number of posts, the iaportance to

Canada of the country concerned may not be great enough to justify the

expenditure which would be required to employ a superior translator for

infôrffation work and in the countries of t'irst-lin e importance to Canada our

poets, b; happy fortune, can operate in Lnglish or French almost entirely .

In between, however, there are a number of ii.zpcrtant countries where serious

thought might be given to better, quicker translation facilities - Germany, ~

Japan and India come to mind at once . The service could be provided by full-

time errTloyment of a well educated, skilled translator on staff and with a-

higher salary than those usually paid local employees . Or the services of

such an individual or perhaps a bureau could be retained on a fee basis,

depending on local circumstances .

17 . One of the objects of discussion and criticism of informatio n

activities abroad (and at headquarters) has been the lack of people doing

information jobs who have journalistic or public relations experience . Such

criticism by journalists has often been levelled as referring to a world-wide

defect when it turns out that they have only a few locations in mind, sometimes

only Washington and/or London. However, I am not aware that any serious

outside effort has been made to examine the needs at the broad run of post s

abroad szd to suggest that Oslo or Accra or Li-na or Kuala Lumpur or Lagos

require a full-time informaticn officer, much less a specialist in public

information. Related to'the demands of the substantive work of a mission ,

it is unrealistic to think that more than a part-time effort in the information



field is justified at a large number of poste. This being so, it follows that 

a generalist officer, who can operate in various fields, must  do the  information 

wore. And normally he can do it quite Successfully, given proper direction and 

useful materials. He should, if our standards are maintained, have the 

required qualifications which are less technical than professional - broad 

knowledge of Canada,  close association  with policy developments, a feel for the 

local country and the personality and imagination tO utilize contacts for the 

promotion of interest in Canada. A specialized P.R.O. might by good luck have 

most of these qualifications but it is not likely that he could readily turn 

his hand to other jobs of the mission in the political, consular, economic 

or even cultural fields. I think the present system of using FSOls and EAOls 

for information work at most missions should be continued but their work should 

be buttressed by more detailed direction from Ottawa, by greater interest and 

participation from the head of post and other officers and by the concomitant 

adjustment of priorities to give the information work the time, thought and even 

prestige it needs to be successful. -. 

18. 	At certain important posts, just below the "top" level, a specific 

study needs to be made of the value which might accrue from the provision of 

a full-time specialist in the information field who would have experience in the 

practice and techniques of public information. Where a genuine requirement 

could be shown to exist, it could be net by the appointment, no doubt through 

Civil Service competition, of a person experiencelin public relations. (Such 



ap;-ointments, it should be mentioned at some point, do carry with them the

possidility, if not the certainty, that the person appointed will only be

satisfied for a short time with his specialist functions and status and will

soon press to be made a generalist FSO for employment in "normal" diplomatic

duties . The history of specialist appointments in the Department clearly

shows this tendency to be almost universal ; it gives rise not only to

continuing personnel problems but also frustrates the very purpose of hiring

specialists .) In lieu of a Canidian specialist, serious thought could be give
n

to employing a highly qualified (and probably highly paid) local journalis t

or P .R.O . who would know the local information market and could place Canadian

information in it . He would need to be able to translate and rewrite material

and produce articles based on the Canadian material provided . He would, of

course, require close guidance and supervision by officers of the mission to

ensure that policy and text accwded with official purposes . The posts where

such local help might prove useful and wiiich should be called upon for views

are, perhaps, Bonn, Rome, Tokyo and Delhi .

19 . The major posts where a full-time and high level Canadian press and

information specialist might be required are Washington, New York, London and

Paris . The United States presents a special problem and will be dealt with

separately. In London, a specialist officer with long journalistic experienc
e

heads tt :e information and press work, supported by junior personnel
. What

appears to be lacking in London is 4 senior officer of suitable experience to



direct and conduct that part of the information field broadly known as

cultural relations. The image (irages': ) of Canada as a producer of wheat and

meat, minerals and pulpwood, a land oP rivers and forests and providers of

arrEd forces in tines of trial is imprinted on the British mind but there would

be widespread scepticism that Canada has its own considerable value and

importance in the fields of education, science and the arts. And most

particularly lost to view in britain are the achievements of French Canada

in the cultural field. It is, of course, true that informed people in the

universities, research institutions, the BLC and London theatre, etc., have a

grounded approciation of Canadian cultural resources and contributions but this

is a limited, if important, segment of society and, if an accurate 1•icture of

Canadian life is to be developed, light must be cast into the dark places of

the British press and public attitudes. The need for liaison with centres of

learning and culture is, of course, of dreat importance and should be served

on a more systematic basis. At least one experienced officer, entirely occupied

with these matters, should be added to the staff of Canada house.

20, In France, the information picture is turned around and cultural

relations have had priority over general information at the r.mbassy and there

is a much wider knowledge of French than of English Canada. I believe the need

at the Paris Embassy is for a full-time, experienced information officer to be

in touch with press and other media to present to the French public a more

comprehensive and balanced picture,of Canada. The spurring of activity in this

sector should in no way impede the maintenance and growth of present and

planned programmes of cultural exchange and inforaation.
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21. 	The need and the possibilities for information work in the United 

States are so great as to be overwhelming. The problem here is not a search 

for information outlets, which are manifold and available. The needle for 

people who know what aspects of Canadian life particularly merit ptiblicity 

and who can choose and, hopefully, utilize the right channels. There is no . 

problem of communication in either the . sense of technical systems or of language. 

Communication is carried out at governmental level but, far more important, 

it is conducted by literally millions of Canadians and Americans on a day-to-day 

basis - by tourists, businessmen, athletes, scholars, school-children, enter-

tainers, etc., and yet, as year follows year, the vast U.S. public, even the 

educated public, is ignorant of Canada to a degree that astonishes and vexes 

Canadians who encounter it. This vexation and frustration in Canada is a bad 

background for Canadian reactions to U.S. policies and actions and on occasion 

swells to the proportion of serious resentment. However, the most important 

danger from American ignorance of Canada is that U.S. policy at federal or 

lower level will miscalculate or entirely fail to take into account Canadian 

interests or emotional reaction and will take steps damaging to Canada or to 

bilateral relations. Examples are endemic and superfluous. By themselves, 

the efforts of the Canadian Government are not going to change the pattern and 

correct the situation and for long-term results we must manage  to convince 

Americans in the right places that it is important for the people of the 

United States to understand Canada and allow Americans to forward the 

educational process. TO this end the interest of school systems, of universi-

ties, of textbook authors and publishers and of learned societies must be 



enlisted. I suggest that an initial step wculd be the appointment in

Washington or, possibly, in New York of a cultural attaché, preferably an

experienced educational administrator, who could plan prograammes to educate

Americans about Canada and recoma•end ways in wtiich Canadian resources,

;overnlnental and private, could be used to support such prograrsmes. If a

sound plan were developed, undoubtedly funds would be required to carry

them out but at this point it would be fruitless to guess at the order of

magnitude.

22. It is apparent from comments from all quarters that our effort in

the United States in the field of current information and press relations needs

strengthening. The job done by Mr. Farquharson was generally conceded to be

useful am effective and demonstrably served to support Canadian policy in

the U.S.A. This function has not been performed at a sufficiently high

level, at least, for some time. Not only has the absence of a senior press

officer been the occasion of a good.deal of criticism from outside the Depart-

ment but the basis of the criticism has been widely recognized, within the

Department, as valid. There can be reasonable argument as to whether this

task should be performed by a career official or by the fm ployment of a

suitable journalist or P.H.O. but it is recogr.ized that familiarity with

public and press relations is essential. I would suggest that experience in

both the foreign service and public relations area is called for and, if only

one man can be fielded for the task; then an FSO with public relations

experience is called for. A better solution woulà be to establish a two-man
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office, headed by an FSO with press experience and including someone

recruited from outside with practical experience of the requirements and

techniques of press and public relations . Certainly, if the Embassy is not

only going to look after public and press relations in the national capital but

is also aiming to guide and co-ordinate information work at the consular

offices in the United States, a two-man Washington bureau is not too large .

(The co-ordination of the information work of other government department s

and agencies is a separate and important subject but is discussed elsewhere) .

i

23 . A matter which is of a rather different and separate nature from

information work abroad is the provision by airmail of Canadian daily news-

papers to pcs ts aoroad . The lack of recent Canadian dailies has been a

of complaint by Canadian travellers for many years . The essence of the

ccmplaint, however, is not that these papers are important for getting

information to the foreign public but rather that a Canadian travelle r

the right to keep abreâst of Canadian affairs by being able to read reasonably

current Canadian papers at our diplomatic or consular missions. Although

Canadian officials abroad would be delighted to receive Canadian papers with

shortest possible del,ay, it would be difficult to maintain that these would

become, at the broad range of posts, an important tool of information . At

a fcw posts Canadian dailies might, however, be juEtified on this basis -

in the U .S .A ., London and Paris . There may, however, be reasonable justifica-

tion for providing airmail dailies at posts as an amenity for travelling



Canadians. However, in view of the cost, a government decision would be

required that the expenditure of such an amount was justified in the public

interest. The most recent estimate of providing all our posts by airmail

with one Montreal and one Toronto,daily (La Presse and Toronto Globe and Mail)

shows an annual cost of $64,242.00 and W4,8(?1►.00 respectively.

24. In its programme of information abroad, the Government of Canada

expends a very high proportion of its available funds ( ) on the

work of the International Service of the CBC. From reports from our missions

it is clear that the recorded programmes of CBC (I.S.) transcription section

are useful and sought after. At the same time almost all posts report an

inability to hear CBC (I.S.) short-wave broadcasts and have not been able to

find solid evidence that the local public, outside "hams" and other aficionados,

listen to these broadcasts and are not certain that ascertainable results

justify continuation of the service. These doubts are not new and reviews of

the need for official Canadian short-wave broadcasting to foreign countries

have been made from time to time. I suggest that a renewed interdepartmental

study be undertaken to arrive at a conclusion xhether this medium of carrying

information on Canada to other countries, related to other means of providing

information, gives proportionate value for the money expended. This study

would, of course, have to take into account the recommendations of the Fowler

Report with regard to the need fpr further expensive installations to serve
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CBC (I.S.) and the considerations (including encouragement from this Depart-

ment) on which the recommendations were based.' 

Recommendations 

(1) That directives be addressed individually to posts, Betting 

out the broad purposes of their  information  activities and 

interpreting these in terms of information objectives in each 

country. I believe the initial draft of such Standing Orders 

should be written at the post but the Department should first 

provide posts with a euggested skeleton proforna to guide 

preparation of the draft. The standing instructions eventually 

arrived at would be a point of reference and direction to the 

head of post and the information officer and, very particularly, 

to new incumbents. Out of these guiaelinee posts ahould be 

encouraged to develop information manuals to elaborate useful 

local methods, contacts, media and any possible pitfalls. 

(2) That a serious and continuing effort be made by heads of post 

and other officers to ensure that those performing information 

tasks are up to date and informed on Canadian policy trends 

and in a position to give authentic information as required. 

The constant interest in and direct supervision of information 

activity by the head of post (and/or head of chancery) is 

required to encourage the information officer and ensure his 

activity is purposeful and efficient. 



(3) That each Head of Post, on appointment, be given written

instructions on the information work to be performed by hi s

po st .

(4) That posts be providea with additional useful and timely

information on Canadian affairs by the Department .

(5) That at most missions information work continue to be per-

formed by FSO ' s or LAWs .

(6) That posts be responsible for recomnending to Ottawa the

subjects and forms of written material required for thei r

information r+urk and that such reqizests be planned in

advance to cover the period of one year. Such programme s

should be realistically modest .

(7) That recommendations be sought from posts for their translation

requirements and mean3 which could be found locally to help

meet these requirements . The cost of providing any recommended

local translation services should be assessed .

(8) That opinions and recommendations be sought from posts in

Bonn, Rome, Tokyo and New Delhi (perhaps others) on the need

for a specialist in public and press relations and the

possibility of finding high-grade local employees for informa-

tion work. Alternatively, poets might investigate the
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feasibility of hiring public relations firms to conduct

Canadian information work under guidance.

(9) That early consideratiowbe given to appointing a qualified"

cultural affairs officer in London.

(10) That a senior information officer with relevant experience,

possibly from outside the Department, be appointed in Paris

for press and public relations and that cultural relations

continue, as a separate task, to be carried out by a

qualified officer.

(u That a cultural affairs attaché be appointed in Washington

(or New York). This official could be an FSO but there might

be advantages in employing an outside specialist from

Canadian educational circles.

(12) That a senior, experienced press and public relations officer

be provided in Washington, probably a career officer. Serious

thought should be given to filling a supporting position for

a specialist in press.and public relations techniques who wou1d

be appointed for this specific job and would not become a

permanent member of the foreign service.
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Chapter III 

INFORMATION WORK AT HEADQVARTERS 

Inherent in the preceding discussion of.the .purposes and conduct 

of information work abroad is the recognition that there must exist at 

headquarters in Canada substantial and efficient official machinery to give 

direction to- and provide materials for informatieniprogrammes in other 

countries. That this is a rather special function has,been acknowledged in 

the Glass= Commission Report: 

"Speaking for Canada is a very different task from speaking to 
Canada. The general canons of honesty and good taste apply to 
both, but the government's information activities abroad muet 
pursue aims differing from those of its domestic services. 
This chapter, then, is concerned with the various information 
programmes directed to audiences abroad by a number of federal 
departments. In examining the information activities of the 
Department of External Affairs, however, the organization and 
direction of overseas services cannot be treated eeparately 
from its activities at home, and the latter are therefore 
included here." 

The artificiality of discussing separately information work abroad and at 

headquarters has already been mentioned and the procedure explained as 

simply a presentational convenience. For in discussing the purposes, 

objectives and practices at posts abroad, the purposes and scope of depart-

mental activities in Ottawa become apparent. The information staff is, of 

course, closer in location and time to the development of policy and is 

responsible for bringing knowledge of these matters to the attention of 

posts and for providing guidance on their presentation to foreign audiences. 



The functions of governaent external information apparatus are basically two-

fold : a) to convey an accurate, balanced picture of the Canadian entity to

foreign peoples as background to more immediately and specifically directed

activities. This activity of a general nature is known in the jargon of

public information as "image-building" and in terms of time and money requires

the larger share of effort . Some Canadian information agencies, such as the

National Film Board, operate entirely or predominantly in this area ; b) to

support directly external policies of the Canadian Government as they evolve

and are announced . This sort of specifically pointed activity is an importaint

part of the information work of External Affairs and a number of other depart-

meyts, notably Trade & Commerce, Immigration, Travel Bureau, etc . Hoxever,

while the specialized information work of other departments is normally con-

fined to promotion abroad of policies in the domain of that one department,

External Affairs information activity must attempt to forward, outside Canada,

government policy in any field, though it must be most closely related to

policy in the international political and economic fields . Having noted two

main, distinguishable areas of external information activity, it would be a

mistake to suggest that they are anything but mutually dependent parts of the

same irhole, with general information providing a context for more specific

information while immediate programmes must serve an official purpqse launched

from a platform of relatively broad understanding of Canada's nature and

significance . I strongly believe that the information activity of External

Affairs has been handicapped for a long time by failing to put these two

interdependent lines of'external information activity under one institutional

roof.



2. Most of the policy information - for informational and not sub-

stantive use - sent to posts is handled at present by the Liaison side of

Press & Liaison Division and earlier by Liaison bervices and the Political

Co-ordination Section. Part of this activity is aimed essentially at the

er.lightenment of officers at posts abroad about developing foreign policy and

of the views and reports of other missions. Posts directly involved in any

particular subject of the moment will be up to date on that subject through

regular departmental correspondence but other posts will be interested for

their own information and for possible professional use, either by rray of

explanation to other governments or, occasionally, as a basis for public infor-

mation efforts. The Press & Liaison Division is at present responsible for

this work. It is an area that has had deep nodes and loops of activity and

has depended on the availability of personnel to do it. Currently this

activity is on the upswing but more can be done. The choice, minuting and dis-

tribution of Selected Documents is a valuable service to missions abroad and

divisions of the Department. The Press & Liaison Division also undertakes the

distribution of Policy Statement telegrams to posts abroad which can be used

for both intergovernmental and public information. Another very useful

activity, which has not yet been fully restored, is the preparation and distri-

bution of Policy Information Telegrams to give posts abroad a sumaary of

information, classified or unclassified, on important current international

events and of governmental, sometimes.departmental, views on these events at

a stage when these views may not have yet become announced or established policy.



In many cases, such telegrams could contain press guidance instructions or

could be supplemented by spEcial Press Guidance telegrams. Occasionally this

unit prepares reviews of Canadian editorial opinion and i s responsible for

checking on the daily CBC airmail bulletin and the six-page editions of Le

Devoir and The Globe and Mail. All these activities have a large content,

immediate or potential, for public information activities abroad. A further

function of Press & Liaison Division devoted to information outside Canada is

its duty of liaison with the International Service of the CBC. This 3ILison

involves the provision of information, including classified, foreign policy

guidance and critical examination of scripts broadcast by CBC.(I.S.). The

Information Division also conducts liaison on information activities with the

I.S. but at present not in the policy field or using classified information.

The Press & Liaison-Division,, parallel to and as part of the same p:ocess of

choosing and su^narizing Selected Documents, also provides the Governor Genera.l,

the Cabinet and the National Defence College with a collation of important

reports and memoranda from posts abroad and from the Department.

The Information Division of the Department performs a much larger,

but not necessarily more important, function in providing material and guidance

for information work abroad. The material from this Division has normally been

unclassified and has little policy content. It is normally directed to the

r

tasks of providing general and background information about Canada and its

people, although more specific programmes are also undertaken. The principal

activities of the Division are:



(1) The production and distribution of publications about Canada ;

other countries ;

to learn about Canada with the aim of informing the people of

opinion-making visitors to Canada and offering theia facilitie s

(2) Conducting a programe to brin; foreign journalists and other

(3) The distribution abroad of Canadian films, requiring constant

contact with the National Film Board;

(4) Work connected with international exhibitions ; a share in deter-

mining participation in individual fairs and in preparing for

Canadian exhibits and providing portable exhibits . This activity

calls for a good deal of liaison with other government depart-

ments and, particularly, the Canadian Government Exhibition

Commission ;

(5) The distribution abroad of CBC (I .S .) material and consultation

with that agency on information programmes ;

(6) The passing but demanding function of liaison and co-operation

with the Centennial Commission and the Expo 1 67 Corpor ation ;

(7) Liaison with other government information agencies and co-ordina-

tion of information activities abroad through the Interdepart-

mental Committee on Information Abroad .
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4. 	As has been suggested in the chapter on information activities at 

posts abroad, there appears to be too little written material provided by 

Ottawa designed to meet specific needs of specific posts. Alost all the 

Canadiana sent from Ottawa is on service-wide distribution. Of this material, 

a rather small proportion will be usable by all posts, a considerably larger 

proportion can be used by quite a number of posts and, I suspect e  a certain 

proportion will be useful to no one. I believe that Statements and Speeches 

must, on faith, be sent to all posts and, in general, can provide a useful 

reference source and, sometimes, an amplifying source for press use. However, 

it appears that greater discrimination is required if the currency is not to 

be debased by the circulation of official statements on a good many subjects of 

little interest or value in an information programme. The feature articles on 

things Canadian present a greater problem and challenge. These articles should 

provide the greatest volume of material to be used in the foreign press and 

periodicals and I think they could do so if more scrupulous attention were 

paid to the requirements of individual posts based on inform assessments of 

the information market in individual countries, in some cases areas, and the 

topics of interest in those countrics which we think should be read and die-

cussed publicly. Once again, distribution is on a general basis and 1de are 

faced with the familiar problem that articles which may be of interest in 

Scandinavia are meaningless in o(est Africa. And to receive a substantial volume 

of articles irrelevant to the country of any given post means that inevitably 

the information officer concerned will waste his time trying to peddle an 



unsaleable product and will eventually cease to bother too auch about this

activity. Automatic circular distribution of information material to all

posts is easy and does not demand very much manpower but it is clearly a

relatively unproductive activity. To assess and discriminate as to whatI

posts should receive what material demands mre people at headquarters

available to think and decide what purpose a document is intended to serve at

a specific post. It is more than we can ever expect that each piece of written

material going to each post will be accompanied by a letter explaining why

that document is being sent and what purpose in that specific country it is

intended to serve but I suggest that the despatching officer should, in his

own mind, have an idea of what end use it will serve and send it only to posts

where he has a reasoned basis for belief that it can be profitably put to

use. Indeed, in some cases, where the documentation has an importance beyond

the normal run, a brief accompanying letter or an introductory note should be

contemplated.

5. A further problem regarding written information material sent to

posts is that the Department is dependent to too great an extent on the

reprinting of already published articles and has not been able to engage on

an adequate scale in the production of material specifically designed for

information use abroad either at a broad range of missions or for specific

groups ôf missions. Although, granted more personnel, more original writing

of such material could be done within the Uepartment, it is surely unrealistic

to think our personnel resources are ever likely to permit a sizeable writing

unit. In the past, articles and reports have been commissioned outside the



Department but financial provision has never permitted a large effort in this

field. I consider that a start should be made on an expanded programme of

this sort and that a modest but respectable budget should be sought to hire

outside, competent writers to'provideiarticles of real value and utilit y

for our information programme in all or some countries abroad . The Department

would need to give serious thought to the selection of subjects and selection

of writers and woul,d need to assure themselves on each occasion that the

projection abroad of that particular aspects of Canadian life and thought

served an identifiable and significant Canadian interest, that it was interest-

ing and marketable and that the chosen writer could do a competent job . The

obvious people to undertake such original composition would be found in the

ranks of journalists (possibly more expensive), professors and specialist s

of various types inside or outside the Civil Service . I think the enlistment

of contributions of the required sort from university teachers might offer the

most rewarding possibilities and would have side-benefits in encouraging their

interest in the operations of the foreign service .

6. The programme of bringing foreign journalists and other opinion-

forming'persons to Canada is, by general agreement, a centrally important and

effective means of bringing information about Canada to other countries . Given

careful selection, the visitors provide a skilled group of writers, brôad-

casters and educators of established reputation who gain a first-hand knowledge

of features of Canadian life in their field of interest and who enjoy access to

publication outletsin their own countries . Visits by such people not only beget
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&n iaaned,iate series of articles, editorials, talks, lectures, etc., but also

provide a basis of interest in things Canadian which one can hope would

suggest a continuing concern to follow up and write about Canada over a long

period. The budget for this activity has recently been increased tenfold and

results from this increase should begin to show before. long. The personnel

requirements for the section of the division dealing with foreign,journalists

should be given close attention after a year's operation on the e^qpsnded budget

but in the meantime the staff should be brought up to full strength. It seems

desirable that the senior position in this section should be filled by a

person familiar with the problems of journalists and with some special

experience in the field and attention should be given to the possibility of

enlisting a qualified officer from outside the ranks of our rotational

officers.

7. In the preceding chapter I have mentioned the great value attcched

to the distribution abroad of Canadian films. In conjunction with the NFB,

a special,study might be prepared to: a) assess and budget the reasonable

need for further foreign language sound-tracks and b) the possibilities for

and cost of the production of a few films over, say, a five-year period

specifically and purposefully aimed at foreign audiences in the support of

external policy, to be at least partly financed nier The budget of External

Affairs. If the Department is to make more effective its participation in

film work abroad there is probably a need for greater expertise in this field

and I suggest that the possibility of recruiting a public information officer

with special knowledge of the film medium.be explored.

9
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8. It is péfhaps sufficient here to note that the need to co—ordinate 

and dovetail the work at home and abroad of the eeveral agencies of government 

engaged in external information has been recognized and that serious efforts 

have been renewed to achieve effective working arrangements. I can see no 

choice for this Department but to acknowledge its central responsibility to 

stimulate and pursue the effort to co—ordinate information work abroad and 

to devote the necessary time and people to this effort. 

General Defects and Suggested Improvements 

9. It is not too difficult to identity a number of particular and 

detailed flaws in the Department's external information performance and to 

envisage a repair or patching job to improve these. But the malaise of the 

body of information work as a whole cannot be explained by symptomatic descrip-

tion of malfunction of the parts. On the contrary, a healthy and confident 

operational body would long since have found remedies for particular defects. 

In the more than twenty years since World War II which have witnessed the vast 

growth of Canadian participation in international life, the information fUnction 

has not developed correspondingly and the Information Division in Ottawa has 

continued to be, under successive Governments and successive departmental 

managements, a tolerated but unloved stepchild. The information job has been 

and still is widely regarded in the foreign service as at second level and 

somewhat irrelevant. The Glassco Report states accurately: "Career foreign— . 

 eervice officers regard service in the division, if not as a penance, at least 



as an episai e to be endured" . And this attitude has not developed

capriciously but through observation of the less than important status

allotted to the Division and the less than impressive achievements it ha s

been able to register . Outside obsérvers are generally critical of the

information operation but for other reasons. The foreign service tends to

disdain the Information Division and infbrmation tiork an "unprofeasional"

in the sense of the profession of diplomatist while journalists consider it

"unprofessional" in the sense of the profession of public cceaaunication .

The sad thing, to my mind, is that these two views, though often exaggerated

in their scope and intensity, are not lacking in valid basis .

10. Since 1947 when the Canadian Information Service, rendered down,

was incorporated into the Information Division of External Affairs, the

Division has led a separate and lonely existence . It has gone its oti+n, often

rather dreary, way, relatively isolated from the "political" divisions of the

Department even though its focal purpose is to support external policy . The

arnount of dialogue between the Division and the rest of the Department has been

limited, nearly negligible on policy matters. As the Government has, over the

years, never developed a philosophy, at least a conviction, about the proper

place and level of importance of external information, it is not surprising

that direction given to the Division from above on what it should be doing

has not been visible for very long periods of time . It would not be sensible

to think that any-government, beset b;- many other, much more important problems,



s going suddenly and spontaneously to issue a clsar, convinced and

authoritative policy on the scope, level and status of government information

activity abroad and if such policy is ever to be framed and embraced it must

proceed from the particular to the géneral, from successful operation to approved

doctrine. If larger, more effective information programmes are to be authorized,

it must be on the basis of demonstrated capacity. to conduct a smaller operation

successfully and e conomically. I should think, therefore, the Department must

be content to forego the blessings of succinct, comprehensive governmental

instructions and concentrate on whât it can do with its present or modestly

augmented resources.

11. It is not easy to integrate the Information Division into the

mainstream of departmental activity and permit it to perform its functions with

conteaporary understanding of policy and clues as to how information work should

be supporting policy. The great proportion of reports and departmental recom-

mendations on policy matters are of a classified nature until a certain stage

is reached. Public information work by definition is carried out with

unclassified material and the Information Division (except for classified docu-

ments read by the Head of Division) deals virtually 100 per cent with unrestricted

aaterials. It seems realistic, therefore, to suggest that, if the Information

Division is to share the departmental pulse-beat and integrate its work with

substantive diploma.tic operations, an effort should be made to allot the

Division some area of activity which will give them access as part of their

jobs to the classified tools of the trade and the information used by the



political divisions. From the point of view of security management it is,

of course, convenient to have whole non-classified areas of activity in the

Dep3rtment where general access need not be controlled or restrictive but I

cannot think this is a governing consideration. Accordingly, I would recommend

that the "liaison" functions currently performed by the Press & Liaison

Division be transferred to the Information Division intact . I have already

discussed benefits for the press office which might be expected from this

transfer but the benefit for the Information Division mould be much Sreater .

The liaison function itself is part of the infrastructure of the information

programme abroad and logically belongs in the headquarters unit established for

tc:is purpose and tàis purpose alone . The injection of this policy information

strain into the bloodstream of Information Division mould have a generally

stimulating effect and much of the consciousness of conducting a current,

"political" activity would brush off on officers doing the normal background

information work and invest this work with a sense of direction and significance

'Which has not been characteristic . The liaison work would carry with it

positions for two experienced FSO's who should bolster the structure of th e

Division and give the divisional head valuable, additional support .

12 . To strengthen the Division in the direction of greater expertise in

the field of public information, I believe the Department should seek the

services of two or three Public Information Officers to be recruited by the

Civil Service Commission either from a current competition or a future competi-

tion tailored to our needs. New blood of this sort might we11*1ead our



information activity to seek and adopt hew techniques and avenues offering 

the hope of greater impact and effectiveness. Such officers would be non-

rotational and would find their career ladder not in Lxternal Affairs but in 

the range of opportunity offered by the general Civil Service public informa-

tion activity. Such officers ahould be expected to work in this Department for 

five to ten years but would eventually leave us in due course to fill a higher 

position in some other department. On this understanding, I think the lure 

of the F50 category could be resisted and these specialized officers retained 

in their specialized capacity. In ternis of staffing there would be the . 

advantage that the Division would suffer less from perennial shortages in the 

E.Au and FSO clasces. It has been the fate - of Information Division to be under- 

staffed (nothing unique in the Department) but also to be inadequately staffed 

in terris of quality. Too often, employees who have failed to fit in elsewhere 

nave.  landed in Information Division (as a former Head of Personnel I hasten to 

assume my share of blame!) and very new officers have been required to fill 

positions calling for greater experience. The presence of a number of non 

rotational officers, therefore, could ease the staffing difficulty. 

13.. 	It seems important that a greater effort be made to provide more 

training in public information to junior officers - EAO's and FSUls - in Ottawa 

during their probationary period to enable them to take on information tasks 

abroad more quicly, more expertly and with greater confidence. Many of these 

officers receive some months of in-training in the Information Division but 

lateMeneemanwronoweer 



this has not proved adequate. I consider that more lectures should be

added to the training course to enable the junior officers to acquaint them-

selves even superficially with the techniques of mass communication. At a

stage when time and personnel resou
I
rces permit, the possibility that the

Carletor. University School of Journalisn might be able to work out a two or

three week course tailored to our specific training needs should be explored.

14. In this paper I have not directly discussed the organization and

activity of cultural relations with other countries. Although this activity

was until recently carried out within the Information Division, it was always

recognized as a separate function from the general dissemination of informa-

tion. The -wvrk of the new Cultural Affairs Division is essentially substantive

and is akin, say, to the functions performed by the llepartment in the inter-

national, economic or co=ercial spheres. However, in carrying out its pro-

grammes of cultural exchange with other countries, the Cultural Affairs

Division is inevitably providing a good deal of interesting information about

Canada, although the Information Division has the general responsibility to

let foreign peoples know something about Canadian culture as it does with

regard to other important areas of Canadian life. I do not think a formidable

problem of overlap or duplication need be expected but as time goes by a series

of detailed definitions of span of responsibility will have to be established

on the basis of experience and con sense. The Glassco Report has recommended

and, I think, there is general concurrence that the press office and Information



Division should report to the same A ssistant Under-Secretary . I fancy that

the same line of thought would lead to placing the Cultural Affaira
I

Division in the same grouping .

15 . The discussion above is almost entirely'related to ideas for making

more effective and meaningftil activities xhich have been carried with greater

or lesser success for many years and which should be continued . There has

perhaps never been sufficient personnel or sufficient encouragement to envisage

new and diiferent Programmes ràiich could make a significant contribution to

public information in other countries . I suggest the time may have coma to

consider experimental activities on a small scale and to develop these if they

seem to bear promise. I think that one or two pilot projects might be under-

taken to determine whether a considerably larger (and more expensive) programme

would give value for money . To strike an example, one might take Australia ,

a country of vast potential and whose relationships with Canada are bound to

become very close and important . Australians and Canadians feel a vague

sense of affinity and share a sort of ignorant reciprocal affection but know

very little about each other. This lack of knowledge and understanding

(although there are other important factors) has not infrequently led to ve3m-

tions and faulty interpretations which cannot fail to be reflected to some degree

in official attitudes . If this assessment is correct, there would be identifi-

able value in successfully informing Australians about Canadians, their life,

their problems and thei"r aspirations . A pilot project in relatively massive

public information could, of course, be undertaken in quite a number of



English expression, the second on rrench. If the experiment demonstrated not

only popularity but national value to Canada from such centres, the number

should then be expanded. It is not my purpose here to list a great range of

City and Geneva might be chosen - the first concentrating principally on

countries of actual or potential importance to Canada. I would envisage

that, if such a project were approved, a "feasibility study_should first be

conducted by an expert, in much the same May that such studies are done before

an industrial or resources project is undertaken in an economic aid programme.

On the basis of his report a relatively large information prograazme in one

country could be set up to be completed in, say, three years. It might involve

the hiring of Canadian and local inforration experts, increased provision of

films and T.J. tapes, further cultural manifestations, establishment of one

or two information centres, considerably increased book presentation, lecture

tours by qualified Canadians, etc. Another area where trial runs could be made

is precisely in the field of information centres where the public in, initially,

one or two countries could come to read or borrow books provided by the

Canadian Government and Canadian publishers, where films would be shown,

recordings by Canadian musical artists or live performances could be heard,

where Canadian lecturers could speak, where Canadian publications would be

available for loan and/or for sale and where small permanent or temporary

exhibitions could be staged. Again for illustration, I suggest that New York

such new activities but to suggest the kind of thinking the Department might

encourage to achieve greater momentum ana dynamism in its information activities.
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16. 	I think some attention might usefully be given to the structure of 

the Information Division in one aspect . For a long  time  there has been a 

position of Deputy Head of Division whose incumbent not only deputizes in the 

absence of the Head of Division but in a real sense duplicates the work of 

Head of Division by vetting, approving or amending papers which in turn must 

be seen by the Head of Division for decieions. If the suggestions  I have made 

for new functions for the Division were agreed, I suggeet the Division should 

have two Deputies (one senior who could act as head of Division when required) 

with divided areas of responsibility and authority and who would be expected 

to sift correspondence and memoranda, thus relieving the Head of Division of 

a good deal of paper work which dues not need to come to his attention. And 

normally the contact of the Head with his Division should be through these 

Deputies rather than directly to more junior stàff. While the two Deputies 

would have supervisory responsibilities, they should be working desk officers 

as well and leave the more important direction of the Division to the Head. 

Recommendations  

(1) That with the aim of providing better materials to posts 

abroad, considerably greater attention should be given to the 

needs of individual posts or groups of posts and that màerial 

, 

	

	should be prepared with these specific needs in mind. To do 

this an additional FSO 4 position  should be established and 

filled. Also, funds of the order of $ 	should be 



authorized to permit comznissioninR of articles and reports

from qualified persons outside the L'epartraent.

(2) That a Public Inforre^ion Cfficer of suitable rank be recrliited

to be responsible urder the Head of Division for the progral:rle

of visits of foreign journalists and other opinion-formers.

Such an officer should be bilingual.

That a special study be made, and, depending on its findings,

that funds be allocated within the Department's budget to

support further foreign language sound-tracks for NMB films.

(4) That a study be made and, depending on its findings, that funds

be allocated in the DepartmentIs budget to help finance produc-

tion of NF3 films specifically intended, and for specific

policy purposes, for foreign audiences.

(5) That a Public Information Officer with suitable ex;)erience in

the film medium be recruited to carry out the film work of the

Information Division.

(6) That a junior Public Information Officer be recruited to carry

out departmental responsibility regarding official exhibitions

and displays abroad. The Cultural Affairs Divisicn could

possibly also make use of the time of such an officer.



(7) That the "Liaison" functions of Press & Liaison Division be

transferred intact to the Information Division and that

establishment for one FSO 5 and one FSO 4 be made and filled

to carry out this work .

That Information Division have two Leputy Heads. One would

be designated to.be acting Head of Division as required . One

Deputy might have general responsibility for work related to

films, radio and T .V ., exhibitions, journalists and visitors,

interdepartmental relations and the production of the normal

departmental publications. The other Deputy would be

responsible for the "Liaison" activities, for the External

Policy Section and for the sugge3ted activity of providin g

or coamiissioning specifically required written material and

for the correspondence with posts in this rEgard. Fioth

Deputies should be at the FSO 5 level .

(9) That the Department provide increased training opportunity
.

in the field of public information to junior officers Nho

will perform or supervise this work abroad .

(10) That possibilities for new activities, possibly pilot projects ,

be studied and, if the need is reasonably denonstrated, tha t

funds be provided to undertake one or two such projects with

an eye to future extension of successful activities .
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